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PEG in a Word

•• Patient•Education•Genius•seamlessly•connects•health•systems•and•their•patient•populations.•

•• PEG•is•an•easy-to-use,•EHR•solution•for•managing•content,•distributing•information•to•
patients,•and•driving•awareness•of•health•system•services.•

•• By•connecting•and•communicating•with•their•patients•differently,•organizations•using•PEG•
are•able•to:•

•• Streamline•and•standardize•workflows•across•the•enterprise•

•• Improve•patient•adherence•and•experience•

•• Increase•appropriate•utilization•of•services•

•• More•easily•comply•with•value-based•care•requirements•

•• PEG•Video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sP3WmgSOH6k6GDORL3GgXrR1jxaMNT_u/view
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•• PEG’s•is•a•healthcare•technology•company,•not•a•content•creation•company:•We•don’t•build•
content,•we•build•connections.•Our•agile•product•team•engages•in•continuous,•ongoing•
development•in•order•to•maximize•the•connection•between•healthcare•providers•and•their•
patients.•

•• PEG•is•highly•configurable.•Updates•–•such•as•new•content,•new•branding,•and•new•users•–•
are•centrally•controlled•and•can•be•rolled•out•across•the•enterprise•in•an•instant,•making•it•
easy•to•address•our•clients’•evolving•workflow•and•standards.•

•• PEG•has•added•layers•of•new•features•including•user•management•tools,•team•
management•tools,•admin•permissions,•new•content•and•more.•

•• PEG•treats•patient•education•as•a•part•of•a•health•system’s•larger•patient•experience•and•
strategy:•PEG•patient•messages•are•designed•to•not•only•educate,•but•also•to•promote•
relevant•services,•preventing•“leakage”•and•driving•patient•loyalty.

PEG vs The Rest: One Integration, Infinite Possiblities
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Point of Care & Population Communication

Use Cases:•

•• A•health•system•marketing•team•promotes•
breast•cancer•screenings•to•an•appropriate•
patient•population.

•• A•clinic•wants•to•send•timely•announcements•
to•community•(promoting•flu•shots•during•flu•
season,•smoke•inhalation•warnings•during•a•
fire,•etc.).

Use Cases:

•• A•provider•needs•to•send•inhaler•usage•
instructions•to•a•patient•with•a•new•asthma•
diagnosis.

•• A•provider•needs•to•send•breastfeeding•
education•to•a•pregnant•patient•to•satisfy•
quality•program•requirements.

Providers can send education via email 
or text to their patient from the point-of-

care workflow.

Providers, care managers and marketing 
teams can send information via email and 

text to segments of their patient population.

+ Web

SMS

Email
SMS

Email

EHR
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Demo
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PEG Patient Experience
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Accessible Anytime, Anywhere

•• Patients•prefer•to•receive•health•information•the•same•way•they•receive•everything•else•in•their•life:•
digitally.•

•• Right•care,•right•time,•right•way:•Patients•receive•content•via•email•or•SMS•before•leaving•their•
appointment.•

•• Mobile-friendly,•with•no•download,•sign-ups•or•passwords.•Accessible•anytime,•anywhere.•

•• Because•PEG•patient•messages•feature•their•provider’s•photo•and•branding,•it’s•a•cohesive•part•of•
their•healthcare•experience.

“When I had a question/concerns about using an IUD 
to treat the issues I’ve been having with my PCOS, 
he sent me a text with a link to an article. He then 

explained each possible treatment to try and helped 
me come to a decision about which was best for me.” 

- Patient,  
Associates in Women’s Health, Wichita

“Many are impressed that they receive the 
information while they are still in the examination 

room.” 

- Randall Morgan, DO,  
Associates in Women’s Health, Wichita

Patients Love It
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Industry-Leading Patient Engagement

•• PEG•case•studies•demonstrate•reliable•70%+ patient engagement rates•(compare•with•
portal•adoption•[~15%]•and•healthcare•marketing•emails•[~8%]).•

•• PEG’s•engagement•rate•strengthens•organizations’•ability•to•guide•patients•to•make•the•
right•decisions.•

•• Increase•medication/treatment•adherence•

•• Increase•appropriate•utilization•of•services•

•• Reduce•inefficiencies•(callbacks•and•other•duplicated•efforts)•

- Jenn Hinkle, Operations Manager, 
Federal Way Naturopathy, Washington

“We LOVE Patient Education Genius. It’s the first EMR add-
on that does exactly what it promises and does it well. Our 

providers find it so easy and efficient to use. Our patients like 
it and we find them more compliant because the information 

is in an easy to access format. Not to mention all the paper we 
save by sending them electronically. If you send any handouts, 
education, forms or links to your patients you need PEG, it will 

make your job so much easier.”

Patients Use It
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Ease of Use and Workflow Efficiency

•• With•automated•documentation•written•back•to•the•patient•record,•and•the•option•for•
paperless•delivery,•PEG•eliminates•costly,•time-consuming•and•frustrating•steps•from•the•
provider•workflow.•

•• PEG’s•personalized•patient•messages,•friction-free•design•and•automated•reminders•
effectively•encourage•patients•to•access•their•assigned•education•and•adhere•to•their•
treatment•plan•–•and•reduce•callbacks.•

•• PEG’s•ability•to•track•patient•message•opens•enables•providers•to•monitor•patient•
adherence•remotely.

“Patient Education Genius has all of the things that 
I need in a Patient Education delivery solution. It is 
easily accessible, comprehensive, customizable and 
versatile. I love that I can send the materials to the 

patient via text or email.”

- Susie Eitel, RN, MSN, FNP-BC, Clinical 
Operations Director, Healthe Clinic at Cerner

“It was very easy to 
integrate this into my 
patient visits. It was 

faster than using just the 
EMR to give patients the 

information.” 

- Jessica Bowers, MD, 
SSM Health, St. Louis

Providers Love It
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“Patient Education Genius 
is a great tool for a clinical 

practice. I believe it has 
increased productivity, patient 

satisfaction along with the 
health literacy of my patients.” 

- Jackson Sobbing, DO, 
Associates in Women’s 

Health, Wichita

Increased Time-Savings + Adherence

•• When•using•PEG,•providers•report:•

•• Saving•8 to 10 hours•per•month•by•eliminating•steps•like•call-backs,•printing/copying,•and•other•
redundant•efforts•

•• Eliminating•significant•paper,•postage•and•printing•costs•

•• Increased•adherence•to•treatment

“Easy to use, reliable, fast, 
efficient and effective. I love 

knowing that my patients are 
actually reading the materials 
sent to them and that they are 
taking an active role in their 

healthcare.”

- Rebecca Cucurra, RN, 
Womack Army Medical 

Center, Fort Bragg

“I could send this three minute 
video that was just awesome. It 
took a lot less time of me trying 
to convince people, they could 

make the decision on their own.”

- Laura Laue, DO, SSM Health, 
St. Louis

Providers Use It
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Increase Patient Awareness of Services

•• PEG’s•customizable•patient•messages•(and•their•70%+ open rate)•effectively•promote•patient•
awareness•of•(and•appropriate•utilization•of)•services•and•service•lines•without•adding•additional•
steps•to•the•provider/marketing•workflow.

“I don’t think a lot of the physicians take the time to 
discuss what services are available, like maternity 

services. To have that added to [PEG patient messages] 
at the end of their visits definitely promotes SSM services 

and educates the patients on what is available when the 
physicians may not have time to go through all of that 

during the course of a visit.” 

“PEG has been effective at increasing awareness of SSM 
services. I would say all the numbers that we’ve seen 

through this pilot are very reassuring. 

- Laura Laue, DO, SSM Health, St. Louis - Cari Breckel, Director of Practice Management, SSM 
Health, St. Louis

Health Systems Love it
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Easy Implementation, Standardization + Scalability 

•• PEG’s•nimble•SMART•on•FHIR-based•implementation•&•web-based,•server-side•deployment•enables•
swift•and•painless•updates•and•fixes.•

•• PEG’s•interface•is•highly•flexible•and•configurable•–•update•content,•branding,•design•across•the•
enterprise•in•an•instant.•

•• PEG•is•“content-agnostic”:•PEG•clients•use•a•combination•of•self-authored•content,•licensed•content,•
and•the•PEG•library•(40k•patient-facing•resources),•eliminating•gaps•in•patient•education.

“There is usually negative 
feedback with new things, 

but not with PEG!” 

- Cari Breckel, Director 
of Practice Management, 

SSM Health, St. Louis

“It takes minimal clicks to 
update content or add and 

remove users from the system. 
The support we receive from 

the Patient Education Genius 
team is top notch. The team is so 
timely and always finds a way to 

accommodate any of our requests.”

 - Erica McCormick, Senior 
Learning Consultant, Healthe 

Clinic at Cerner

Health Systems Use It

- Jessica Bowers, MD, 
SSM Health, St. Louis

“With shared decision-
making and informed 
consent, this easy way 

of doing things improves 
patients’ quality of care.”
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PEG Architecture


